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Aquarius wrote: 
 
“Pedophilia Is A Natural Sexual Orientation | Mirjam Heine | 
TEDxUniversityofWürzburg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNr3yhjQPI8&list=PLSWh2YUN-lhH3KzWSH-
SlSTI8nTHD30kV 
Literally posted by a channel with a David's star as picture.” 
 

[Note: Video has since been been taken off youtube] 
 
 
 
In the above video you will see a robotic cuck that has her hormones overridden to the 
point she (or it) is a total borg, that tries to convince the "Close minded" people, in regards 
to how pedophiles are to be catered, protected, and loved, and taken care of by civilization, 
and helped to "Amend for their sins" through science and trying to tame these and "help 
them". She wants to be a good caring mommy for pedos, and she tries to sweet talk them 
into 'seeking help' and all the related. 
 
How sweet of her. She's probably one of these types that talk about how marginalized and 
oppressed and sad Muslims are in Europe. Tear up now please. 
 
Sort of like, let's keep AIDS alive, because this little virus is really innocent, and it doesn't 
want to harm anyone on its own accord. It's our own system's fault that is dying from this 
innocent virus... The Problem is in ourselves fellow goys, not in AIDS. It only wants to live, 
like all other poor species born into existence. This way we are being gud and caring 
mothers for all that is defiled upon the face of this planet, and good "Rational thinkers". 
 
According to the jew and his demented lackeys, we SHOULD (And we will be socially 
ENFORCED to through Multiculturalism) open our large hands to cuddle, fondle, and 
support all these social destroyers, child soul ruining filth, and pedos, and not give them 
bullets or lead or imprisonment or the electric chair, and pride ourselves in that, how 'good' 
people we are because we do not punish it. 
 
This is the system around this filth in a nutshell. 20 years ago, this shit would never pass. 
But as the son of the jew Soros admitted, his dad and jews push multiculturalism so that all 
of these things change, and the jews are 'at home' everywhere. 
 
To begin I have written a lot of posts, and have made documentaries (Which were of 
course disappeared by the enemy as they shit their pants when these things gain attention) 
in regards to jewish pedophilia and how they are systematic abusers and pedos. Of course, 
much of this can be found online, but most of it cannot. I will post only a couple pieces 
below for reference. Everyone is turning a blind eye to all of this. 
 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=75629#p75629


Britain's Hidden Child Abuse - London's Orthodox Jewish Community - Documentary 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MO106P4izqA 
 
Sex Abuse Case of Rabbi Moshe Taubenfeld Adjourned for Two Months 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g4Cc4E36RO 
 
Systematic cuckery and effemination of civilization comes to a point where all cucks who 
can't deal with any problem, because it's beyond them to fix, try to sweet talk, amend, and 
try to 'normalize' a problem because they are sick themselves, perverted, and mentally ill. 
This is not even a topic of debate, as simply, the female and male energies deal with 
problems differently. The male energy destroys, cuts, rips through (as in some cases like 
that should be the case), while the feminine energies try to deal with a problem through 
other and less obvious methods. 
 
This is a characteristic sickness in present day civilization, where all the abomination things 
that happen, instead of persecution and destruction, are only met with fake pseudo-
solutions to 'justify' them, 'accept' them, and try to make things seek normal and focus on 
how people 'need help'. 
 
Christians and other idiots who pretend they are 'against' this, must have lost the part in the 
bible where Lot gives his 'young daughters' for prostitution to angels, who of course 
proceed to fuck their brains out. Many also who pretend to be against pedophilia also seem 
to skip the other fact that Islam is literally based on this and that in most Muslim countries, 
pedophilia is an ordinary, everyday practice. 
 
Christianity and the Church is the number 1 place of pedophilia, shipping of children, and 
snuff operations in every nation. The same goes for Mosques and Synagogues. These are 
seats of endless crime in all nations. The vermin of the christians and the "priests" are 
attracted into the house of the jewish vermin, and they all work to corrupt and destroy 
society together. 
 
This is typical in this video which was posted in that these kikes promote "Pedophilia as a 
normal sexual orientation" and that these people only deserve to be "Helped". The jews are 
again projecting as they always have done since their inception by the alien filth they were 
created. 
 
As it is clear in this video, these people are jews. They forgot to hide the star of david on 
their channel too. To them, pedophilia is a very pronounced craft, same as any other 
disgusting, disturbing one. Jews are pedophiles on a universal level, and they have hidden 
doctrines which revolve around raping even their own kids to Torah submission, same as 
beating them extremely much, and even giving them drugs. 
 
There was this group in Israel which was called Lev Hator in which every practitioner was 
given heavy drugs, women were beaten and raped in submission, and people were given 
lashes for 'disobedience' on a consistent basis, or beat severely because of failure to 
'comprehend' Torah law or just comply with the enemy's agenda. Rape in Judaism is also 
instated as a normal thing between husband and wife, and rapists or child assaults are 
never punished, never even reported. They are not even looked upon as a problem. 
 



Pedophilia is not some sort of orientation or fetish, it is a sickness when one is a sexual 
assaulter to those who are weak, incapable to defend themselves, and it is criminal. If 
"pedophilia" is so "Natural" as these jews claim, why does it leave people literally 
SCARRED for life? People who are sexually assaulted are scarred and emotionally ruined 
permanently. But it is not a surprise the enemy pushes this the more mentally destroyed 
people are, the easier they are to control. Abuse and being assaulted at a young age are in 
the mix for many serial killers, murderers, among other factors. 
 
Jews come from a very "oppressive" (self-inflicted) and sick alien culture. Behind every 
promotion of unnatural things, and disgusting things, the statement that is a century old but 
is eternally true "Raise any rock and you will find a jew" is a very true statement. 
 
Many people in the west do whine about pedophilia which is essentially practiced in 
EVERY non-White nation to an extreme. Of course, this is not mentioned, as this doesn't fit 
the stereotype that everyone who is non-White is a little oppressed and a beautiful "angel", 
whom evil Devil Whitey does persecute. This is not to say that Whites do not have these 
types of people, but in other places, this is normalized, universalized, and even seen as a 
divine thing as with Mohammed and his 9-year-old wife. Islam is based on the tolerance of 
pedophilia and universalizing pedophiles into a normal, everyday thing, as Islam is vicious 
and it requires an endless chain of victimization. 
 
Jews know to do very good Jew talk when it comes to trying to justify this. Someone being 
'attracted' to fully grown girls who have had periods for at least 2-3 years, and are 16 years 
old, is not a classified pedo. Some people are ready for sexuality at 15, some others when 
they are 21. 
 
Jews try to mix these categories to cause confusion and cloak themselves, which is also 
illegal in most places, and is branded together with the pedophiles, so the jews can mask 
how alien this practice is. 
 
The situation is pedophilia aims on people who are beneath the age of ability of sexuality, 
and the pedos stalk and go to assault kids who are beneath the age of 12 or literally even 
in the crib. This is the definition of literal spite. This is sick and is deserving of death upon 
proof in regards to that. 
 
In regards to the enemy's religions, it is an absolute necessity to push these things so 
people become traumatized and too ruined to resist them or act against them. The sexual 
vocations of the Vatican both in regards to pedophilia and what they do to one another as 
"pious holy men", and what they do to nuns, is well known. 
 
Misery to the enemy is a feeding source. It's well documented that most pedophiles are 
only caught after their streak of victims can be over 100 people. Out of these, many people 
abuse themselves. The abused becomes the abuser, and the vicious cycle continues like a 
literal infectious illness. These people are left disabled and ruined for life. The same goes 
for rape and other things with which our "Enrichment" is not only increasing in our 
civilizations, but is also made "legal" by the jews. Take note on how easily rapists and child 
abusers come off the hooks legally in Europe, simply by saying they "Do not know it was 
children assault". 
 



This is because in their countries (and most of course will totally lie about this as with many 
other things), child assault is everyday life. Many have been assaulted themselves. This 
sickness then replicates itself, and spreads to more and more people, increasing social 
destruction. A lot of people are scarred to such an extent that they never recover. 
 
The jews want to normalize a world which is basically the absolute epitome of sickness and 
degeneracy, so they can be at peak and on their natural habitat. That way, the "Goyim" will 
be pre-occupied with so many hazards, that they will live in such a shitty and dangerous, 
and degenerate existence, which will be normalized, and the jews will not be looked upon 
as a problem as other problems will have reached the absolute peak. 
 
In Satan's coming era, there will be none of this. And by none, it is meant none. It will be all 
squashed mercilessly and destroyed. Cursed be the kikes and everyone who promotes this 
fucking filth. 
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